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En ni-årig pige fortæller om livet i en lille sydstatsby og om sin fars indsats som sagfører for en uskyldigt anklaget neger
Sometimes you have a year you'll never forget... or one that you never want to remember! For the three Southgate sisters Maggie, Brooke and Tessa - it's about to become one of those years.MAGGIE knew when she accepted a role at Australia's
largest advertising agency that it was going to be stressful. She certainly wasn't expecting to uncover her client's illegal misdoings
though, and find herself headed towards a court trial...BROOKE will fall head-over-heels in love with the the one person she's not
allowed to. A judge, and her mentor, on the nation's biggest singing show. A relationship, that should it ensue, would ruin two
music careers instantly! For Brooke, the career of a lifetime would be crushed just as it's beginning... TESSA can't wait for what
should be the best year of her life. Finally, she'll be tying the knot with her famous horse-trainer fiance, Matt Barlow. As the
wedding draws closer though, Tessa's faced with more surprises and ups-and-downs than expected... For all three Southgate
sisters, this year is certainly turning out to be one they'll never forget!
*THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER* 'HELL YES. This is one of those books that has the potential to change
things - a monumental piece of research' Caitlin Moran Imagine a world where... · Your phone is too big for your hand · Your
doctor prescribes a drug that is wrong for your body · In a car accident you are 47% more likely to be injured. If any of that sounds
familiar, chances are you're a woman. From government policy and medical research, to technology, workplaces, and the media.
Invisible Women reveals how in a world built for and by men we are systematically ignoring half of the population, often with
disastrous consequences. Caroline Criado Perez brings together for the first time an impressive range of case studies, stories and
new research from across the world that illustrate the hidden ways in which women are forgotten, and the profound impact this has
on us all. Discover the shocking gender bias that affects our everyday lives. 'A book that changes the way you see the world'
Sunday Times 'Revelatory, frightening, hopeful' Jeanette Winterson
‘OMG!!! SHUT THE FRONT DOOR!!!… The most heart-racing book I’ve read in a long time, if not ever!!! It had me hook, line and
sinker from the first page and I could not put it down!!!… Clear your day because it is truly unputdownable… What an absolute
twist!!!… If you read one book in your life, make sure it is this!!!!’ Bookworm86, ????? Sometimes, the most perfect families are
hiding the most terrible secrets. How well do you know the people next door…? Everybody wants to live on Hogarth Street, the
pretty, tree-lined avenue with its white houses. The new family, The Wests, are a perfect fit. Katherine and John seem so in love
and their gorgeous five-year-old twins race screeching around their beautiful emerald-green lawn. But soon people start to notice:
why don’t they join backyard barbecues? Why do they brush away offers to babysit? Why, when you knock at the door, do they
shut you out, rather than inviting you in? Every family has secrets, and on the hottest day of the year, the truth is about to come
out. As a tragedy unfolds behind closed doors, the dawn chorus is split by the wail of sirens. And one by one the families who tried
so hard to welcome the Wests begin to realise: Hogarth Street will never be the same again. A completely gripping, twist-packed
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psychological thriller, perfect for fans of Liane Moriarty, Sally Hepworth and Lisa Jewell. Readers love The Family Across the
Street: ‘Wow!!! Wow!!! Wow!!! A total page-turner and will keep you guessing with every page. Halfway through I thought I had
figured it out and then BAM! The ending floored me.’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Omg! Omg!... My son came in and asked me
who I was yelling at?! (I was yelling at my e-reader). I think my heart beat out of my chest… The suspense was killing me! LOL my
heart is still beating crazy!…OK I have to go now I need a big glass of wine to calm down!’ Ana's Attic Guest Reviewer, ????? ‘Oh
my GOSH!!!!!! I read this emotionally charged, compelling book in one sitting. Whoa, my emotions are ALL over the place!!! You
thought you knew what was going on and then BAM nothing what you thought was happening! I’ve never been soooooo
engrossed in a book from the first pages. Amazing, emotional and just Wow!!’ NetGalley reviewer, ????? ‘Oh wow, absolutely
triple wow. Absolutely amazing.’ NetGalley reviewer, ????? ‘This is how you do thrillers. OMG, this story was amazing… Edge-ofyour-seat-nail-biting read.’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘I’m writing this review with tears streaming down my face!! What a
BRILLIANT book… I was on edge every single second… At one point I realized my body was literally tensed up in anticipation.’
Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Utterly blew my mind.’ Priyanka’s Book Gallery, ????? ‘I was absolutely hooked!!…Totally
engrossed!’ NetGalley reviewer, ????? ‘Simply brilliant… Almost gave me an aneurysm in my attempt to finish it.’ @rk_reads,
????? ‘Absolutely amazing!… So so good with so many twists and surprises. I could not put it down and read it in 24 hours!’
Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘The story totally sucked me in and I was hooked! I love it when a book that does that to me… To the
point to where I don’t want to adult at all!!! This was that type of book!… Will blow your damn mind!’ @oh.happy.reading, ?????
‘After reading this book I realise I use the phrase “page-turner” too much, because THIS was a true PAGE TURNER. I read it in
one sitting.’ Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Wow, I loved this one so much…. A whole box of tissues were gone in just a few hours. It
was so intense that I was sitting at the edge of my seat the whole time. I couldn’t put this one down for the life of me. No bathroom
breaks at all.’ Blue Moon Blogger, ????? ‘The first book I have ever read in a day… I just couldn’t put it down. It really is one of
those books that you think just a few more pages, just a few more pages, just another chapter.’ The Reviewers, ?????
The bewitching tenth-anniversary edition of the classic children's novel Coraline by Neil Gaiman, featuring spellbinding illustrations
from Chris Riddell and an exclusive new introduction by the author 'I was enthralled' - Philip Pullman There is something strange
about Coraline's new home. It's not the mist, or the cat that always seems to be watching her, nor the signs of danger that Miss
Spink and Miss Forcible, her new neighbours, read in the tea leaves. It's the other house – the one behind the old door in the
drawing room. Another mother and father with black-button eyes and papery skin are waiting for Coraline to join them there. And
they want her to stay with them. For ever. She knows that if she ventures through that door, she may never come back. This
deliciously creepy, gripping novel is packed with glorious illustrations by Chris Riddell, and is guaranteed to delight and entrance
readers of all ages.
'Alright' I said, 'I'll try...' This is how Emily Stuart opens her intricate tale of a classic love affair that becomes Caroline's Bikini: a
swirling cocktail of infatuation, obsession, and imagination. The moment that Emily's friend Evan Gordonstone - a successful
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middle-aged financier - meets Caroline Beresford - a glamorous former horsewoman, and now housewife, hostess, and landlady there is a 'PING!' At least, that's how Evan describes it to Emily when he persuades her to record his story: the story of falling into
unrequited love, which is as old as Western literature itself. Thus begins a hypnotic series of conversations set against the
beguiling backdrop of West London's bars, fuelled in intensity by endless G&Ts and Q&As. From the depths of mid-winter to July's
hot swelter, Emily's narration of Evan's passion for Caroline will take him to the brink of his own destruction. Written in a voice so
playful, so charismatic, and so thoughtfully aware of the responsibilities of fiction it can only be by Kirsty Gunn, Caroline's Bikini is
a swooning portrait of courtly love - in a modern world not celebrated for its restraint and abstraction. Ready. Steady. Go!
A THRILLING NEW SERIES FROM THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER CAROLINE MITCHELL 'Twisty, tense and creepy as
hell... I loved it!' - K.L. SLATER 'Will keep you on the edge of your seat' - ALICE HUNTER _______ 'I remember the day I died
quite clearly.' Blackhall Manor has witnessed many dark crimes, long before five teenage girls break in to play the Midnight Game.
It was supposed to be a game, but only four girls come home. Detective Sarah Noble has just returned to the force, and no one
knows more about Blackhall Manor than her. Except perhaps Elliott Carter, who is only seven but has seen things in his dreams
most adults could never imagine. It's a case that will bring them together and shake Sarah to her core. Will she be ready to meet
the Midnight Man? A gripping and twisty thriller, perfect for fans of C. J. Tudor, Cara Hunter and Alex North. _______ PRAISE
FOR THE MIDNIGHT MAN 'Caroline Mitchell at her dark and twisty best' - Teresa Driscoll, bestselling author of I Am Watching
You 'A spine tingling, creepy book that you'll struggle to put down' - John Marrs, bestselling author of The One 'Creepy and
intense' - Mel Sherratt, bestselling author of Ten Days 'Terrifying, mysterious and suspenseful' - Patricia Gibney, author of The
Missing Ones 'A tense and deliciously creepy read' - D.S. Butler, author of On Cold Ground 'If you like early Stephen King you'll
love THE MIDNIGHT MAN' - Robert Dugoni, New York Times bestseller 'A spooky, twisty mystery with a spine-chillingly creepy
ending' - Susi Holliday, author of The Last Resort
Now a Lifetime series! “Hypnotic and scary.” —Stephen King “I am RIVETED, AGHAST, AROUSED, you name it. The rare
instance when prose and plot are equally delicious.” —Lena Dunham From debut author Caroline Kepnes comes You, one of
Suspense Magazine’s Best Books of the Year, and a brilliant and terrifying novel for the social media age. When a beautiful,
aspiring writer strides into the East Village bookstore where Joe Goldberg works, he does what anyone would do: he Googles the
name on her credit card. There is only one Guinevere Beck in New York City. She has a public Facebook account and Tweets
incessantly, telling Joe everything he needs to know: she is simply Beck to her friends, she went to Brown University, she lives on
Bank Street, and she’ll be at a bar in Brooklyn tonight—the perfect place for a “chance” meeting. As Joe invisibly and obsessively
takes control of Beck’s life, he orchestrates a series of events to ensure Beck finds herself in his waiting arms. Moving from
stalker to boyfriend, Joe transforms himself into Beck’s perfect man, all while quietly removing the obstacles that stand in their
way—even if it means murder. A terrifying exploration of how vulnerable we all are to stalking and manipulation, debut author
Caroline Kepnes delivers a razor-sharp novel for our hyper-connected digital age. You is a compulsively readable page-turner
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that’s being compared to Gone Girl, American Psycho, and Stephen King’s Misery.
How To Be Parisian brilliantly deconstructs the French woman's views on culture, fashion and attitude. Bohemian free-thinkers and
iconoclasts, Anne Berest, Caroline De Maigret, Audrey Diwan and Sophie Mas cut through the myths in this gorgeous, witty guide to
Parisienne savoir faire. These modern Parisiennes say what you don't expect to hear, just the way you want to hear it. They are not against
smoking in bed, and all for art, politics and culture, making everything look easy, and going against the grain. They will take you on a first
date, to a party and through a hangover. They will tell you how to be mysterious and sensual, make your boyfriend jealous, the right way to
approach weddings and the gym, and they will share their address book in Paris for where to go at the end of the night, for a birthday, for a
smart date, for vintage finds and much more. Full of wit and self-deprecating humour, How To Be Parisian explains those confusing subjects
of clothes, makeup, men, culture and lifestyle as only a true Parisienne can.
*** Can't wait for the next series of YOU? Then don't miss this, the sequel, now a major Netflix series *** YOU was a word of mouth bestseller
around the world -- and now Joe Goldberg is back! Joe Goldberg came to Los Angeles to start over, to forget about what happened in New
York. But in a darkened room in Soho House everything suddenly changed. She is like no one he's ever met before. She doesn't know about
his past and never can. The problem is, hidden bodies don't always stay that way. Praise for You: 'THRILLER OF THE YEAR' Daily Mail 'I am
RIVETED, AGHAST, AROUSED you name it. The rare instance when prose and plot are equally delicious' Lena Dunham 'Hypnotic and
scary' Stephen King ‘Brilliant thriller with attitude, guts and true insight into the nature of obsession' Sophie Hannah 'A fantastically creepy
thriller…. The kind of book you put your life on hold for' Glamour 'Clever and chilling' Elle 'A brilliant tale … It's Gone Girl meets a sinister
version of Girls' Marie Claire 'An addictive thriller!' Closer
A gripping, heartbreaking and ultimately uplifting novel about the lives that must go on and the questions left unanswered when someone
dies.
From Caroline Jayne Church, the mega bestselling illustrator behind I Love You Through and Through, Good Night, I Love You, and Ten Tiny
Toes comes an instant classic in the making with a new padded storybook to treasure and share over and over again. With charming
illustrations and poignant rhyming text, this tender story is a heartwarming reminder of the never ending love between a parent and child. A
sweet message to share with little ones to let them know that whoever they become and wherever they go, they are cherished. When I saw
you for the very first time, I was filled with joy that you were mine. I knew I would love you forever. Safe for all ages.
Straight-talking advice from the Skincare Queen Caroline Hirons is the authority in skincare - and for the first time, she's sharing her
knowledge with the world. With over 100 million views of her blog and over 13 million views of her YouTube videos, she cuts out the jargon,
tells you want you do and don't need, and is finally going to get the nation off face wipes for good! Skincare is the go-to book for people of all
ages and skin types who want to feel and look fantastic. It explains the facts, the myths and the best way to get good skin - on any budget.
With everything from Caroline's signature cheat sheets, simple tips and tricks to glow (inside and out!) understanding ingredients lists, and
advice on how to choose the products that are right for you, this is the ultimate guide to healthier, brighter skin.
Being a good citizen means standing up for what's right-and here's just the way to start. From the author of The Gutsy Girl, this kids' guide to
activism is the perfect book for those with a fierce sense of justice, a good sense of humor, and a big heart. This guide features changemaker tips, tons of DIY activities, and stories about the kids who have paved the way before, from famous activists like Malala Yousafzai and
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Claudette Colvin to the everyday young people whose habit changes triggered huge ripple effects. So make a sign, write a letter, volunteer,
sit-in, or march! There are lots of tactics to choose from, and you're never too young to change the world.
How well do you really know the one you love? With her customary page-turning style and potent themes, this is Caroline Overington at her
thought-provoking best. ‘Why do some people decide to get married when everyone around them would seem to agree that marriage, at
least for the two people in question, is a terrifically bad idea?’ The year is 1999, and Lachlan Colbert – Colby – has the world at his feet. He’s
got a big job on Wall Street and a sleek bachelor pad in the heart of Manhattan. With money no object, he and his friends take a trip to
Australia to see in the new millennium. And it’s there, on a hired yacht sailing the Whitsundays, that he meets Caitlin. Caitlin Hourigan has
got wild hair and torn shorts – and has barely ever left the small patch of Queensland where she grew up. But Colby is smitten and for Caitlin,
a girl from the wrong side of the tracks, a blissful future awaits – marriage, a big house, a beautiful little boy. But nothing is ever as perfect as
it seems. And for Lachlan and Caitlin the nightmare is only just beginning...
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “An ambitious, compelling historical mystery with a fabulous cast of characters…Kate Morton at
her very best.” —Kristin Hannah “An elaborate tapestry…Morton doesn’t disappoint.” —The Washington Post "Classic English country-house
Goth at its finest." —New York Post In the depths of a 19th-century winter, a little girl is abandoned on the streets of Victorian London. She
grows up to become in turn a thief, an artist’s muse, and a lover. In the summer of 1862, shortly after her eighteenth birthday, she travels
with a group of artists to a beautiful house on a bend of the Upper Thames. Tensions simmer and one hot afternoon a gunshot rings out. A
woman is killed, another disappears, and the truth of what happened slips through the cracks of time. It is not until over a century later, when
another young woman is drawn to Birchwood Manor, that its secrets are finally revealed. Told by multiple voices across time, this is an
intricately layered, richly atmospheric novel about art and passion, forgiveness and loss, that shows us that sometimes the way forward is
through the past.

A rhyming story about a parent's unlimited love for a child--in the same format as the bestselling book I Love You
Through and Through, and with pictures by the same illustrator. "How do I love you? Let me count the ways. I love you
as the sun loves the bright blue days . . ." In this board book with padded covers, a parent declares her love...as the bees
love a flower, a duck loves a shower, a bird loves to sing, a bear loves the spring. Written by Newbery-award-winning
author Marion Dane Bauer, inspired by the poem by Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and with pictures by Caroline Jayne
Church, illustrator of the bestselling I Love You Through and Through.
Get ready for bed with this delightful, cosy bedtime rhyme. It's time for bed, so let's get ready. Bring your bunny. Bring
your teddy. A charming bedtime rhyme for little ones, perfect for reading aloud. Snuggle up, wind down, and follow the
bedtime routine until the last 'I love you, good night'. By Caroline Jayne Church, multi-award winning author and
illustrator, with over 6.5 million books sold worldwide.
'The latest in the thriller series behind Netflix stalker blockbuster You' The Guardian 'Crazy, sexy, cool: Caroline Kepnes
gets better - and Joe Goldberg gets worse - with every book' Erin Kelly 'Joe Goldberg continues his murderous spree
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across the United States, finding people even worse than he is, then falling in love with them or killing them. Caroline
Kepnes writes with such malevolent energy, such dark grace and such ink-black humour. An utterly unique character and
an utterly unique writer, in a marriage made somewhere between heaven and hell' Richard Osman? 'Another dark,
thrilling, and blackly hilarious adventure from everyone's favourite murderer' Claire McGowan The highly anticipated new
thriller in Caroline Kepnes's hit You series, now a blockbuster Netflix show . . . Joe Goldberg is back. And he's going to
start a family - even if it kills him. Joe Goldberg is done with cities, done with the muck and the posers, done with Love.
Now, he's saying hello to nature, to simple pleasures on a cosy island in the Pacific Northwest. For the first time in a long
time, he can just breathe. He gets a job at the local library - he does know a thing or two about books - and that's where
he meets her: Mary Kay DiMarco. Librarian. Joe won't meddle, he will not obsess. He'll win her the old fashioned way . . .
by providing a shoulder to cry on, a helping hand. Over time, they'll both heal their wounds and begin their happily ever
after in this sleepy town. The trouble is . . . Mary Kay already has a life. She's a mother. She's a friend. She's . . . busy.
True love can only triumph if both people are willing to make room for the real thing. Joe cleared his decks. He's ready.
And hopefully, with his encouragement and undying support, Mary Kay will do the right thing and make room for him.
A passionate WW2 story of love, betrayal and secrets, set against the sweeping Tuscan countryside - perfect for fans of
Dinah Jeffries and Tracy Rees 'Thoroughly engrossing' - Julian Fellowes, creator of Downton Abbey 'Enthralling...An
Italian Affair snares us in an ever-tightening circle of love and despair, secrets and forgiveness' - Joanna Lumley ***
Love. War. Family. Betrayal. Italy, 1937. Alessandra Durante is grieving the loss of her husband when she discovers she
has inherited her ancestral family seat, Villa Durante, deep in the Tuscan Hills. Longing for a new start, she moves from
her home in London to Italy with her daughter Diana and sets about rebuilding her life. Under the threat of war,
Alessandra's house becomes first a home and then a shelter to all those who need it. Then Davide, a young man who is
hiding the truth about who he is, arrives, and Diana starts to find her heart going where her head knows it must not. Back
home in Britain as war breaks out, Alessandra's son Robert, signs up to be a pilot, determined to play his part in freeing
Italy from the grip of Fascism. His bravery marks him out as an asset to the Allies, and soon he is being sent deep
undercover and further into danger than ever before. As war rages, the Durante family will love and lose, but will they
survive the war...? *** Caroline Montague's heartwrenching new story of family secrets, passion and forgiveness,
Shadows over the Spanish Sun, is available to pre-order now!
'Genuinely unputdownable books are rare in my experience. This is one. A brilliant, original comedy' Daily Mail * * * * *
MEET THE ADULTS... Claire and Matt are divorced but decide what's best for their daughter Scarlett is to have a
'normal' family Christmas with them all together. Claire brings her new boyfriend Patrick, a seemingly eligible Iron-Man-inPage 6/12
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Waiting. Matt brings the new love of his life Alex, funny, smart, and extremely patient. Scarlett, their daughter, brings her
imaginary friend Posey. He's a rabbit. Together the five (or six?) of them grit their teeth over Organized Fun activities,
drinking a little too much after bed-time, oversharing classified secrets about their pasts and, before they know it, their
holiday is a powder keg that ends - where this story starts - with a tearful, frightened, call to the police... But what
happened? They said they'd all be adults about this... * * * * * 'I loved The Adults! Funny, dry and beautifully observed.
Highly recommended' Gill Sims, #1 bestselling author of Why Mummy Drinks and Why Mummy Swears 'Such a breath of
fresh air! Witty, intensely human and (dare I say it) relatable ... The perfect comedy of errors' Katie Khan 'The Adults is
my top read of 2018 so far. Absolutely hilarious ... This one will stay with me for a long time' Cathy Bramley 'Packed with
sharp wit, engaging characters and off-beat humour, this is a fresh and feisty thrill-ride of a novel' Heat 'I took this book
on holiday and couldn't put it down! I've never read anything quite like it' The Unmumsy Mum 'Gripped me from the start.
Reminiscent of Liane Moriarty's Big Little Lies - a sure-fire winner' Cass Hunter, author of The After Wife 'Brilliantly funny
- will have you wincing in recognition' Good Housekeeping 'I have a feeling Caroline Hulse might be a genius, this book is
so brilliant. t's funny, clever and original - I loved every minute of reading it. Also, Posey should get a spin-off TV show'
Lucy Vine, author of Hot Mess 'Funny, poignant, real - a truly original book that made me laugh, cry and cringe in equal
measure. I loved it' Charlotte Duckworth 'Razor-sharp comedy - barbed and brilliant. The characters are totally
convincing ... Sparky, heart-felt and fantastically fun, this is a fabulous debut' Sunday Mirror
FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER THE CALLER. Inside a Los Angeles
church, on the altar steps, lies the blood-soaked body of a priest. Later, the forensic team discover that, on the victim's
chest, the figure 3 has been scrawled in blood. At first, Detective Robert Hunter believes that this is a ritualistic killing. But
as more bodies surface, he is forced to reassess. All the victims died in the way they feared the most. Their worst
nightmares have literally come true. But how could the killer have known? And what links these apparently random
victims? Hunter finds himself on the trail of an elusive and sadistic killer, somone who apparently has the power to read
his victims' minds. Someone who can sense what scares his victims the most. Someone who will stop at nothing to
achieve his twisted aim. Praise for THE CRUCIFIX KILLER: 'A gripping debut ... Not for the squeamish' Heat 'A page
turner' Express
How far will one man go to save the life of a stranger? More importantly to Caroline, will he do it twice? Matthew "Wolf"
Steel hated flying commercial. Luckily his job as a Navy SEAL meant he didn't have to do it very often. He'd been unlucky
enough to be assigned a middle seat on the cramped jet, but fortunately for him, the woman next to him was willing to
switch seats with him. Hoping for a relaxing flight, Wolf was pleasantly surprised at the good conversation and sense of
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humor the woman had as they flew 36,000 feet over the countryside. When Caroline boarded the plane to Virginia to
move across the country for her new job she never expected to be seated next to the hottest guy she'd ever seen. She
also never expected he'd be so easy to talk to. She knew he'd never be interested in talking to her if he hadn't been
trapped in the seat next to her, but it was a nice way to spend a long plane ride. Neither Wolf nor Caroline were prepared
for a terrorist hijacking of their plane, but if Caroline thought that would be the last time she'd see, or need, Wolf, she'd be
sorely mistaken. **Protecting Caroline is a stand-alone love story. It's Book 1 in the SEAL of Protection Series.** --- Read
what others are saying about New York Times bestselling author, Susan Stoker: "Susan Stoker is the master of military
romantic suspense. She's my go-to author for sexy alpha hero and strong, sassy heroines." Riley Edwards, USAT
Bestselling Author "Riveting action and characters you'll love!” Elle James, NYT Bestselling Author “If you love alpha
heroes and nail-biting romantic suspense, then you can’t go wrong with Susan Stoker.” Sawyer Bennett, NYT
Bestselling Author “Nail biting suspense, heartwarming charm, and downright sexy characters you can't help but fall in
love with.” Lainey Reese, USA Today Bestselling Author “Nobody does intense action better than Susan Stoker”
Desiree Holt, USAT Bestselling Author “Another winner! Sexy and action-packed, what I’ve come to expect from Susan
Stoker! Cristin Harber, NYT Bestselling Author "Susan does romantic suspense right! Edge of my seat + smokin' hot =
read ALL of her books! Now.” Carly Phillips, NY Times Bestselling Author --- Read the entire SEAL of Protection
romance series! Protecting Caroline Protecting Alabama Protecting Fiona Marrying Caroline Protecting Summer
Protecting Jesskya Protecting Julie Protecting Melody Protecting the Future Protecting Kiera Protecting Alabama's Kids
Protecting Dakota Topics: contemporary romance, military romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw
romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today
bestseller, homeless romance, city romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in romance, lighthearted romance, hot
romance, susan stoker, susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new
york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love,
love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long
romance series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop romance, wealthy hero, firefighter,
fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty,
swoon, contemporary, rescue, kidnap, handicap, justice, single mother, Texas, Officer, enlisted, daughter, shelter,
claiming, defending, protect, damsel in distress, free book, free, permafree, hospital, doctor, drama, action and
adventure, action romance, Texas, Delta Force, Army romance, veteran, disabled veteran, former soldier, soldier,
romantic, paraplegic, Killeen, Fort Hood, Navy SEAL, California, San Diego, sailor, prosthetic, veteran, military,
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Emotional, HEA, Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn O'Leary, Maryann Jordan,
Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin
Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie Zanders,
Lani Lynn Vale, and Kristen Proby.
Presents the text of the famous country music song accompanied by full-color illustrations. On board pages.
*** NOW A MAJOR NETFLIX SERIES *** 'Thriller of the Year' Daily Mail 'Hypnotic and scary' Stephen King 'Examines
the fine line between seduction and stalking . . . Ludicrously readable' Guardian When aspiring writer Guinevere Beck
strides into the bookstore where Joe works, he is instantly smitten. But there's more to Joe than Beck realises and much
more to Beck than her perfect facade. And the obsessive relationship quickly spirals into a whirlwind of deadly
consequences... A chilling account of unrelenting, terrifying deceit, Caroline Kepnes' You is a thriller more perversely
clever and dangerously twisted than any YOU have ever read. 'I am RIVETED, AGHAST, AROUSED, you name it. The
rare instance when prose and plot are equally delicious' Lena Dunham 'Brilliant thriller with attitude, guts and true insight
into the nature of obsession' Sophie Hannah 'A fantastically creepy thriller... The kind of book you put your life on hold for'
Glamour 'Clever and chilling' Elle 'A brilliant tale... It's Gone Girl meets a sinister version of Girls' Marie Claire 'An
addictive thriller!' Closer
A Great American Novel – from the author of ‘Borrowed Finery’.
Presents the daily experiences and adventures of young Caroline Quiner, the girl who would grow up to be Laura Ingalls
Wilder's mother, in the frontier town of Brookfield, Wisconsin.
“Leavitt has crafted an irresistible portrait of midlife ennui and the magic of breaking free.” —People “With or Without You
is a moving novel about twists of fate, the shifting terrain of love, and coming into your own. With tenderness and incisive
insight, Leavitt spotlights a woman's unexpected journey towards her art.” —Madeline Miller, author of Circe A Best Book
of the Month: Bustle * PopSugar New York Times bestselling author Caroline Leavitt writes novels that expertly explore
the struggles and conflicts that people face in their search for happiness. For the characters in With or Without You, it
seems at first that such happiness can come only at someone else’s expense. Stella is a nurse who has long
suppressed her own needs and desires to nurture the dreams of her partner, Simon, the bass player for a rock band that
has started to lose its edge. But when Stella gets unexpectedly ill and falls into a coma just as Simon is preparing to fly
with his band to Los Angeles for a gig that could revive his career, Simon must learn the meaning of sacrifice, while
Stella’s best friend, Libby, a doctor who treats Stella, must also make a difficult choice as the coma wears on. When
Stella at last awakes from her two-month sleep, she emerges into a striking new reality where Simon and Libby have
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formed an intense bond, and where she discovers that she has acquired a startling artistic talent of her own: the ability to
draw portraits of people in which she captures their innermost feelings and desires. Stella’s whole identity, but also her
role in her relationships, has been scrambled, and she has the chance to form a new life, one she hadn’t even realized
she wanted. A story of love, loyalty, loss, and resilience, With or Without You is a page-turner that asks the question,
What do we owe the other people in our lives, and when does the cost become too great?
'So brilliant . . . It couldn't really be more timely . . . I highly recommend it' DOLLY ALDERTON 'I loved it. The writing is
whipsmart and so witty' MARIAN KEYES Jane Peters is an adrift twenty-something by day, and a world-weary agony
aunt by night. But when an office party goes too far, Jane dissolves into the high-stakes world of being the Other Woman:
a role she has the right advice for, but not the smarts to follow through on. What starts out as a drunken mistake quickly
unravels as Jane discovers that sex and power go hand-in-hand, and that it's hard to keep your head when you've
become someone else's dirty little secret. And soon, her friendships, her sanity and even her life are put into jeopardy...
'Sharp, pithy and engaging' IRISH TIMES 'Brilliant' ELLE 'Deeply relatable and darkly comic . . . It'll have you nodding
with familiarity, thinking, laughing - and crying - as you race towards the end' GRAZIA 'A future classic' JANE CASEY AN
Post Irish Book Awards Shortlisted - Sunday Independent Newcomer of the Year
You (Export)ProvidenceSimon and Schuster
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Can’t get enough of Joe Goldberg? Don’t miss the latest thriller in Caroline
Kepnes’s compulsively readable You series, with an all-new plot not seen in the blockbuster Netflix show. “Fiendish, fastpaced, and very funny.”—Paula Hawkins, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Girl on the Train ONE OF THE
MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF THE YEAR—Cosmopolitan, PopSugar, Literary Hub Joe Goldberg is done with the
cities. He’s done with the muck and the posers, done with Love. Now he’s saying hello to nature, to simple pleasures on
a cozy island in the Pacific Northwest. For the first time in a long time, he can just breathe. He gets a job at the local
library—he does know a thing or two about books—and that’s where he meets her: Mary Kay DiMarco. Librarian. Joe
won’t meddle, he will not obsess. He’ll win her the old-fashioned way . . . by providing a shoulder to cry on, a helping
hand. Over time, they’ll both heal their wounds and begin their happily ever after in this sleepy town. The trouble is . . .
Mary Kay already has a life. She’s a mother. She’s a friend. She’s . . . busy. True love can only triumph if both people
are willing to make room for the real thing. Joe cleared his decks. He’s ready. And hopefully, with his encouragement
and undying support, Mary Kay will do the right thing and make room for him.
There's a wonderful, heart-warming message in this charming book all about family. Come and meet some adorable
animals and see how much they love and cherish each other. With beautiful illustrations by Caroline Pedler, this book is
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the perfect celebration of the loving bonds that families share.
Caroline Quiner and her sister Martha are opposites. Caroline is quiet; Martha says whatever comes to mind. But when two rich
girls are mean to Martha, guess who stands up for her-- Caroline! The Caroline Chapter Books are part of an ongoing series of
Little House Chapter Books.
CAROLINE'S SISTER by No. 1 bestselling author Sheila O'Flanagan is an unforgettable tale of family ties, secrets and surprises not to be missed by readers of Veronica Henry and Freya North. To her younger sister, Tessa, Caroline O'Shaughnessy seems to
have everything - great looks, easy charm, and the distinctly desirable Damien Woods. But for Caroline, things don't feel quite so
rosy. She'd dreamed about moving in with Damien, but not about having his child, just yet. And though he did the honourable thing
when she told him she was pregnant, it obviously wasn't what he wanted either. And as both of them struggle to make the best of
a bad job, neither is prepared for the impact a moment of drunken indiscretion will have not just on their lives but on Tessa's too...
What readers are saying about Caroline's Sister: 'I had a week of very late nights when I started reading this book. Once you start
you just can't put it down. One of Sheila O'Flanagan's best - leaves you in total suspense' Amazon reviewer, 5 stars 'Really loved
this book. Well worth a read if you fancy something a bit meaty and family orientated' Amazon reviewer, 5 stars 'I have read all of
Sheila O'Flanagan's books and this was my favourite' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
*** From the bestselling author of YOU, now a major Netflix TV series *** 'Compelling' Observer With her trademark flair, precision
eye for detail and acerbic wit, Caroline Kepnes brings the suspense thriller to a whole new level with PROVIDENCE – a dark story
of death, loss, horror, redemption and the love that binds us all.? In 2008, 13-year-old Jon Bronson disappears on his morning
walk to school. After even his parents give him up for dead, only his best friend, Chloe, remains certain that he would come back.
Four years later, Jon returns with no memory of anything after the day he disappeared. But something’s different about him. His
presence seems to cause spontaneous nose-bleeds in those around him. When he hugs his father, the older man passes out. The
family dog disappears. Jon’s only clue to his missing four years is the battered book left behind by the man he believes abducted
him. And he and Chloe are determined to figure out what happened to Jon… before his presence does more than cause a couple of
bloody noses. They’re sure they can solve the mystery and save Jon. But this is a Caroline Kepnes novel. You know that the
worst is yet to come. 'The Netflix adaptation of Caroline Kepnes’ thriller You starts in December. The book is GREATNESS' Lucy
Mangan *** PRAISE FOR CAROLINE KEPNES *** 'Intense and deeply disturbing, You is a dark story told in a fresh voice, and an
addictive read from beginning to end... Both a thrill and a nightmare, and yet I didn't want to wake up' Jennifer Hillier, author of
THE BUTCHER on YOU 'Both original and compelling. If you only read one new thriller this year, make it this one. It will stay with
you long after you have put it down' Daily Mail on YOU 'Hypnotic and scary...never read anything quite like it' Stephen King on
YOU 'I am RIVETED, AGHAST, AROUSED, you name it. The rare instance when prose and plot are equally delicious' Lena
Dunham on YOU 'YOU is superb. So funny, apart from anything else, and properly clever. It is: different, hot' Sophie Hannah on
YOU 'I can’t remember the last time I felt so guilty for enjoying a book so much' S Magazine on HIDDEN BODIES 'There’s
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something deeply insidious about the storytelling of Caroline Kepnes. As satire of a self-absorbed society, Kepnes hits the mark,
cuts deep, and twists the knife' Entertainment Weekly on HIDDEN BODIES 'So brilliant, we reckon it’s invented its own genre:
hipster thriller, anyone?' Glamour on HIDDEN BODIES
“A seductive page-turner that ripples with an undercurrent of suspense.” —The Boston Globe “A seamless triumph of storytelling.”
—Gail Godwin, author of Flora It’s 1969, and sixteen-year-old Lucy is about to run away with a much older man to live off the grid
in rural Pennsylvania, a rash act that will have frightening repercussions for both her and her older sister, Charlotte. As Lucy’s
default caretaker for most of their lives, Charlotte has always been burdened by having to be the responsible one, but never more
so than when Lucy’s dream of a rural paradise turns into a nightmare. With precise, haunting prose and indelible characters, Cruel
Beautiful World examines the infinitesimal distance between seduction and love, loyalty and duty, and most of all, tells a universal
story of sisterhood and the complicated legacy of family. “Absorbing.” —The New York Times Book Review “Captivating.”—Los
Angeles Times “Engrossing.” —People “Page-turning suspense.” —New York Journal of Books “Riveting.” —Marie Claire
“Marvelous.”—The National Book Review “Hauntingly brilliant.” —Coastal Living “Gripping and suspenseful.” —BookPage
“Moving.” —The Washington Post
Dark fiction and horror with addiction as the theme. Novellas and Novelletes written by authors Caroline Kepnes, Kealan Patrick
Burke, Gabino Iglesias, Mark Matthews, Mercedes M Yardley, and John FD Taff
This second volume of a Nazi soldier’s WWII diary continues the chronicle of his experiences on the Easter Front. A member of
the Hitler Youth before the outbreak of World War II, Hans Heinz Rehfeldt volunteered for the Grossdeutschland’s panzer arm in
1940 and fought with them for nearly the entire war. He was decorated with the Iron Cross First and Second Class, the Eastern
Front Medal, the Close Combat Clasp, and the Infantry Assault Badge. His diaries offer a historically significant chronicle of
German military actions on the Eastern Front as well as a rare look inside the mind of a committed Nazi soldier. This second
volume of Rehfeldt’s wartime diary covers his experience as a platoon commander in Romania, East Prussia and Lithuania during
1944. After being transferred by ship from Memel to Königsberg later that year, he took part in the battles for Ostprussen. Fleeing
Russian imprisonment, he traveled west, where he fell into American captivity on May 3rd, 1945. In July, he was released and
returned home.
Still mourning the loss of his girlfriend, bookstore employee Joe Goldberg falls for a co-worker who mysteriously vanishes,
prompting a cross-country move to Los Angeles to search for her.
‘Deliciously dark, full of simmering menace.’ KAREN HAMILTON ‘Twisted, compelling, devastating.’ SAMANTHA DOWNING
‘This is Mean Girls all grown up, with a very dark twist.’ ELLE CROFT ___
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